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Abstract 
The past year has been a historic one in the life of our Society. There have been many changes, some ambitions 
achieved and some fears allayed and above all a golden opportunity to bring the society more up to date has 
been grasped. There are many advantages of being a historic Society but the ideals and aims of the Society must 
not dwell in the past but progress with modern ideas and methods. The premises at 7 Melbourne Place were 
becoming too cumbersome for the Society and far from being an asset were becoming a liability. The most 
important items in the past year have been the Appeal, the Opening of 3 Hill Square and the New Premises. 
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M. KAUFFMAN
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Library—M. McNICOL 
Dinner—A. STRONG 
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T h e past year has been a historic one in the 
life of our Society. There have been many 
changes, some ambitions achieved and some 
fears allayed and above all a golden opportunity 
to bring the society more up to date has been 
grasped. There are many advantages of being a 
historic Society but the ideals and aims of the

The Consultation Press, where current textbooks and 
journals are available for the use of members.

Society must not dwell in the past but pro
gress with modern ideas and methods. The 
premises at 7 M elbourne Place were becoming 
too cumbersome for the Society and far from 
being an asset were becoming a liability. The 
most important items in the past year have 
been the Appeal, the Opening of 3 H ill Square 
and the N ew Premises.

The opening of the Societies’ Premises. The Senior 
President addressing the meeting. Dr. W. A. Alex
ander and Sir Derrick Dunlop at the left on the 

front row.

THE APPEAL
T h e Appeal Com m ittee was set up in 1960 

under the Chairm anship of Sir Derrick Dunlop. 
This Com m ittee has worked hard and secured 
the future of the Society and for this present 
members are greatly indebted. T h e Appeal has 
gathered from past members, friends of the 
Society and from the sale of M elbourne Place a 
sum slightly in excess of £50,000 which will 
enable a new home for the Society to be found. 
T h e exact nature and site of this building are 
still to be determined but we can look forward 
to a time when our Library and Society will be 
housed in a permanent home.

N ot all the original members of the appeal 
have been able to see the fruits of their hard 
work. M r. J. J. M ason Brown was joint Trea
surer until his untim ely death. It is difficult to
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